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Introduction

• The Safe Access to Fuel and Energy (SAFE) project aims to address the 
multisectoral risks and challenges associated with energy access such as:

1. Food insecurity and nutrition: skipping meals or undercooking food due to insufficient 
access to fuel 

2. Protection: harassment, assault, sexual and gender-based violence, or abduction when 
collecting firewood in insecure and unsafe areas

3. Environmental degradation: deforestation related to unsustainable cutting of firewood 
resources

4. Health: Respiratory illnesses related to poisonous fumes inhalation

5. Safety: Burn injuries and fire risks when cooking on open fires



STEPS TOWARDS PROMOTING 
IMPROVED COOKING 
TECHNOLOGIES

• Step 1: Understanding the energy needs, use 
and current technologies.

• Step 2: Raising awareness on importance of 
improved technologies

• Step 3: Demonstrating how to use the 
improved cooking technologies

• Step 4: Disseminating the technologies

• Step 5: Monitoring the use and satisfaction 
with the technologies



Step 1: Understanding 
the energy needs, use 

and current 
technologies

The promoter needs to 
understand the overall 
baseline situation of the 
target population 
concerning energy access 
and use. 



Step 
1…continued

This information 
includes…



Step 
1…continued

And…



Step 
1…continued

And…



Step 
1…continued

How to do it…



Step 2: 
Raising 
awareness 
on 
importance 
of improved 
technologies

STOVES OCCUPY A CENTRAL PLACE 
IN THE:

HEALTH;

ENVIRONMENTAL;

ECONOMIC;

AND SOCIAL LIVES OF FAMILIES. 

IMPROVED COOK STOVES CAN PROVIDE A NUMBER OF BENEFITS 
RELATED TO ALL THESE ASPECTS OF LIFE COMPARED TO THE 

TRADITIONAL INEFFICIENT COOK STOVES. 

HOWEVER, NOT ALL OF THESE BENEFITS MAY BE KNOWN TO THE 
TARGET POPULATION.

THERE  IS THEREFORE A NEED TO PACKAGE THIS INFORMATION IN A CLEAR AND SIMPLE 
MANNER THAT CAN BE UNDERSTOOD BY THE TARGET POPULATION TO CONVINCE THEM TO 

ADOPT.



Step 2…continued

• To start with, the promoter 
needs to establish the 
following points:



Step 
2…continued

What kind of background information on the benefits 
of improved technologies is not known to the target 
population?

Improved technologies were developed to address 
some key challenges associated with the traditional 
cookstoves. The promoter should therefore start the 
awareness creation exercise by highlighting these 
challenges in a simple and clear manner that the 
target population can identify with. Later, the 
promoter will then highlight how the improved 
technologies address these challenges.

First find out…



Step 2… 
continued

Negative impacts of using traditional 
biomass cooking technologies

Health from Poisonous emissions 

Environment from felling of trees

Time and money lost

Dirty kitchen and cooking pots

Are they aware 
of…



Step 2…continued

• Benefits of adopting clean 
cooking technologies 

Are they aware 
that…



Step 
2…continued

• Does the population have 
prior experience with 
similar technologies, and 
if so, is it positive or 
negative?



Step 
2…continued
What aspects of the 
technology would be more 
interesting to the population?



Step 3: 
Demonstrating 
how to use the 
improved 
cooking 
technologies

After raising awareness on the importance 
of adopting improved cooking 
technologies, the next step is to introduce 
the population to the technology or 
technologies being promoted. 

At this point, it is important not to assume 
the people have prior knowledge of the 
technologies and how to operate and 
maintain them. 



Step 
3…continued

Display the technology and 
explain all the parts and their 
use 



Step 
3…continued

• Demonstrate how to 
operate the stove



Step 
3…continue

• Care and maintenance



Step4: 
Disseminating 

the 
technologies

• After the initial demonstrations, the next step is 

dissemination of the technology based on the 

predetermined criteria.  

• The people acquiring the technology need to go 

through thorough training on the usage



Step 5: Monitoring the 
use and satisfaction 
with the technologies

• It is not enough to only disseminate the 
stoves, the promoter needs to monitor: 

their usage; adopter satisfaction, and; 
challenges during operation. 

• There are cases where people who have 
acquired improved cooking technologies 
end up switching back to the traditional 
cooking technologies due to challenges 
faced. 



Step 5…continued

• Challenges that may be encountered include:
Lack of proper understanding on the use of 

the technology
Dissatisfaction with the performance of the 

technology, for example the speed of meal 
preparation, taste of the food, amount of fuel 
used or level of emissions.
General appearance of the stove.



Conclusion

This is only a guide to help you start, your 
field experiences will teach you more.


